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Abstract—This paper is an attempt to find out the significant data driven marketing strategic trends. The author has developed a model which will help the readers to understand the data driven marketing strategies in the recent trends in the world very easily. This model is called EPCMASQ, a model of the author, That is Ethical Information, Personalized Marketing Automation, Better Customer Experience, Multi-channel Experience, Artificial Intelligence, Search Engine Optimization and Qualitative Data. With which the concept of data driven marketing strategies explained well.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With web based showcasing getting more common than any other time in recent memory, it’s fundamental to keep steady over the consistently changing computerized promoting progresses. In this paper we uncover seven significant patterns that will be there in 2020[1], which will be described with help of a model EPCMASQ. That is Ethical Information, Personalized Marketing Automation, Better Customer Experience, Multi-channel Experience, Artificial Intelligence, Search Engine Optimization and Qualitative Data. [32]

II. ETHICAL INFORMATION ASSORTMENT

In 2022,[28] we saw protection claims and wrong doing from information juggernauts Google and Facebook. Google who might need to deal with indictments for disregarding safari clients’ protection during[2] 2021 and 2022,[33] will conceivably pay 6.3 billion UK shillings as a token punishment. Additionally, Facebook is experiencing a 35 billion dollar claim for the utilization of facial acknowledgment information which was as of late progressed by U S court. [29]

In [3] 2022, [30] organizations won't of just endeavor to conform to these and different laws, yet will look to remove themselves from Google and Facebook. Guaranteeing that all information assortment instruments are GDPR COMPLIANT is a flat out must. [4]

III. PERSONALIZED MARKETING AUTOMATION

With completely consistent information, that is gathered morally and freely, you can set up exceptionally customized advertising mechanization battles. As we gained from these information driven promoting models, genuine personalization isn't simply progressively embedding a client's name or other fundamental data. It is tied in with serving them with right message at the opportune time. [6]

We set up a manual for the crowd investigation and custom channels that incorporates ways that online business, SaaS, advanced distributors and different kinds of organizations can use site examination information to make customized promoting computerization.[7]

It is basic to set up custom channels and trigger mechanization when clients and leads meet the particular rules, for example, having seen your valuing page.[31]

IV. PRESCIENT ANALYTICS FOR BETTER CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

We are for the most part acquainted with prescient investigation for Google look, you know, you begin composing a couple of letters and out of nowhere Google is think about what you are attempting to inquire. [8]

Probably the most intelligent approaches to execute it is in your assistance place. Make it simple for clients to discover what they are searching for as fast as conceivable by utilizing prescient examination to pre-present assistance work area articles before they have even completed their hunt inquiry.[9]

Prescient examination can likewise be utilized to distinguish warm prospects [34] soon on the grounds that they coordinate the rules of different clients who have changed over in the previous year. [10]
V. SEAMLESS MULTI-CHANNEL EXPERIENCES

A consistent multichannel experience will enhance your presence and permit you and our business to get found by your objective clients. [14]

References: while you will most likely be unable to co-ordinate each and every [24] channel into customized client encounters, you ought to have the option to join the accompanying channels unite easily for a furnished brand encounters:

- Website
- Email
- Webchat
- Paid advertising
- SEO
- Direct sales

For B2B organizations, a multichannel experience may look progressively like this

- The client peruses the blog
  - The client downloads whitepaper
  - The client gets whitepaper through email
  - The client gets a call from deals the following day yet does not answer
  - The client navigates to the site
  - The client gets an email for an important substance overhaul
  - The client draws in with a salesperson with a live webchat.

We have discovered that the least difficult and most straightforward approach to set up multichannel encounters that fit the client's excursion is to utilize a site examination instrument. Ideally [26] one which incorporates showcasing computerization with the goal that your information driven promoting efforts would all be able to be made in one spot. This will permit you to spare time and complete more on the double with respect to the effectiveness of your advertising endeavors. [15]

VI. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE FOR LEAD DEVELOPMENT

Man-made intelligence can give you an inconceivable serious edge when used to improve reaction times to clients and to settle on entangled [17] choices in substantially less time. Numerous organizations are quickly looking for new uses for AI so they can be quicker and more astute than their rivals [31]

The property the board and land enterprises particularly are blasting with AI developments, in light of the fact that in these ventures, brisk [18] reaction times are basic Rental leads will just visit the primary couple properties that hit them up, and land leads will regularly pick the main realtor who reacts.

VII. INFORMATION - DRIVEN SEO

Like never before, choosing the privilege key-phraes matters in SEO. In 2020,[23] advertisers in Dubai and abroad will utilize information driven marketing to assist them with outranking the opposition. When utilizing apparatuses like Uber propose, you can find the accompanying: [37]

- The normal space score of sites that are positioning the top 10 for your ideal key phrase. [11]
- The normal number of backlinks of sites that are positioning in the main 10 for your ideal key phrase
- The normal word check and intelligibility for destinations positioning in the best 10
- The normal measure of month to month look volume for the key phrase [12]
- Relevant terms to incorporate

The entirety of this information can assist advertisers with settling on better choices about picking the key expressions and furthermore [25] know how much advancement should be accomplished for specific posts. For high volume key phrases that have lost of backlinks, it will probably be increasingly important to do back linking effort. [13]

Same key expressions may be won with extraordinary substance alone. While others won't merit focusing on dependent on your site's area score piled facing the opposition that is now positioning [36]

Hope to see further developed apparatuses entering the SEO market, and more patterns around information – driven dynamic and system for SEO,[16]

VIII. ORGANIZING THE USE OF QUALITATIVE DATA

To expand revenue, you need to increase you comprehension of what your clients what. In the quest for the brilliant information, entrepreneurs, directors and advertisers will in general spotlight on quantitative information like, conduct investigation, crowd socioeconomics and utilization metrics. [19]

Be that as it may, subjective information is making a rebound. For a really long time, client reviews and client interviews have been overlooked in light of the fact that advertisers esteemed them excessively powerless of a business apparatus and furthermore tedious and excessively testing to recognize. [20]

In 2020,[27] client comprehension and client compassion will turn into the standard. For instance, if you are battling with your informing, you may solicit a subset from your best clients to portray your item, administration, or organization in their own universes.[21]

Experiencing these reactions will require some manual exertion. You can measure study reactions and meeting transcripts by following the recurrence of certain words, expressions, and ideas You may locate that 60% of clients clarify your item utilizing a similar word, or that [35] 70% of clients have a similar torment point, regardless of whether they portray it in remarkable manners. [22]
IX. CONCLUSION
Presently you begin to perceive how subjective information (particularly when matched with the information driven promoting patterns above) can give your organization a noteworthy serious edge since you will have a solid establishment of client exploration to construct your showcasing efforts. As we start another decade in the year 2020, the most recent information driven advertising patterns are about a critical headway in AI, information and computerized showcasing as complete businesses all by themselves. Changes and progression in innovation and information will shape how we use is mindfully and most successfully.
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